
 

 
Welcome to   Will Hay Piano Tuition  

  in association with  
 

 
 
In order to help lessons to run as smoothly as possible and to offer and adapt creative 
lessons tailored to each student, I use a number of on-line systems which are outlined 
below. Any action required on your part in order to initiate each system is highlighted. 
  

1. Evernote 
This is your lesson notebook. You will receive an email entitled ‘Will Hay has shared 
XXXXXX notebook with you’. Click the link in the email you receive to setup your 
account and download the Evernote app to your device. Once connected, the notebook 
contents will synchronise automatically. 

2. Noteflight 
This is your creative ‘manuscript book’ which can be used for theory/composition 
tasks. 
I will create an account username and password on your behalf and provide this once 
you start to need to use this system in your lessons. 
 
Explanation of Lesson notes 
 
I have revised the format of my lesson notes to enable them to be as quick and easy to 
use as possible. Rather than putting a form in each note, I just place the content 
formatted as outlined below. This way, it is possible to review a number of lessons at a 
time on one page without needing to open each note. 
 
STUDENT INITIALS, DATE, LESSON NUMBER, LESSON TIME, [PROGRESS SCORE] 
_______________________ 
 
Lesson activity (Exercises) 

● Target 
Lesson activity (Lesson Book) 

● Target 
Lesson activity (Creative project) 

● Target 
 
_______________________ 
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Glossary of terms used in targets 
 
What is LH and RH? Left hand and Right hand 
What is HA and HT? Hands alone and hands together. 
What does Learn mean? Be able to play an assigned section counting aloud and 0-2 
errors. 
What does Master mean? Be able to play the assigned section with confidence with 
zero mistakes every time. 
 
What do progress score numbers mean? 
 
P5 = WOW = exceeded MY highest expectations, all goals were met and then some 
P4 = EXCELLENT = all goals were met and progress made by consistent practice 
P3 = NICE = most goals were met but some were not, due to lack of time, goals stated 
unclearly, goals set were too difficult to meet… 
P2 = OK = some goals were met, but practice between lessons was not sufficient for 
much progress 
P1 = HO HUM = looks like last weeks goals will be repeated as little or no practice 
occurred and little progress made 
 
Lesson times 
 
As much as possible I will try to rotate lesson times in schools so that students don’t 
have to miss the same bit of their lesson every week. The amount I can do this 
depends upon the length of the visit to a particular school. In the longer visits there is 
more scope for lesson rotation. Check your Evernote lesson notebook for any planned 
changes to times as I will try to give as much notice as possible if I need to reschedule 
a lesson.  
 
Performance opportunities 
 
Every term, I organise a concert which gives all my students an opportunity to perform 
their chosen piece in a relaxed and friendly, informal environment. It can also give a 
stronger focus for practice and preparation in between lessons throughout the term. 
 
Studio News 
 
Keep in touch with the latest updates from the studio about forthcoming concerts, 
exam details or information on creative projects through the studio news notebook on 
Evernote. Visit http://whay.me/studionews to connect to the notebook.  
 
Practice makes perfect (well almost!) 
 
Enjoy your lessons and make time to play as much as you can in between the lessons. 
You only get out of them what you put in. ‘Little and often’ is much more effective than 
a long session once a week just before the next lesson. 
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